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2An understanding of astrophysical feedback is important for constraining models of galaxy formation and
for extracting cosmological information from current and future weak lensing surveys. The thermal Sunyaev-
Zel’dovich effect, quantified via the Compton-y parameter, is a powerful tool for studying feedback, because it
directly probes the pressure of the hot, ionized gas residing in dark matter halos. Cross-correlations between
galaxies and maps of Compton-y obtained from cosmic microwave background surveys are sensitive to the
redshift evolution of the gas pressure, and its dependence on halo mass. In this work, we use galaxies identified
in year one data from the Dark Energy Survey and Compton-y maps constructed from Planck observations.
We find highly significant (roughly 12σ) detections of galaxy-y cross-correlation in multiple redshift bins. By
jointly fitting these measurements as well as measurements of galaxy clustering, we constrain the halo bias-
weighted, gas pressure of the Universe as a function of redshift between 0.15 . z . 0.75. We compare these
measurements to predictions from hydrodynamical simulations, allowing us to constrain the amount of thermal
energy in the halo gas relative to that resulting from gravitational collapse.
I. INTRODUCTION
The nonlinear collapse of structure at late times leads to the
formation of gravitationally bound dark matter halos. These
massive objects are reservoirs of hot gas, with virial temper-
atures as high as T ∼ 108 K. This gas can be studied via its
thermal emission, which is typically peaked in x-ray bands
[for a review, see e.g. 7]. Another way to study the gas in
halos is via the thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (tSZ) effect [60],
caused by inverse Compton scattering of CMB photons with
the hot gas. This scattering process leads to a spectral distor-
tion which is observable at millimeter wavelengths [e.g. 9].
The amplitude of the tSZ effect in some direction on the sky
is characterized by the Compton-y parameter, which is related
to an integral along the line of sight of the ionized gas pres-
sure. By measuring contributions to y as a function of redshift,
we effectively probe the evolution of the gas pressure over cos-
mic time. For the most massive halos, the evolution of the gas
pressure is expected to be dominated by gravitational physics.
Gas falling into these halos is shock heated to the virial tem-
perature during infall into the cluster potential [22]. For lower
mass halos, on the other hand, other mechanisms may deposit
energy and/or momentum into the gas; these mechanisms are
generically referred to as "feedback."
An understanding of baryonic feedback is important for
constraining models of galaxy formation [for a recent review,
see 41]. Furthermore, since feedback can redistribute mass
around halos (e.g. via gas outflows), an understanding of these
processes is necessary for extracting cosmological constraints
from small-scale measurements of the matter power spectrum
with e.g. weak lensing surveys [54, 72].
Because y is sensitive to the line-of-sight integrated gas
pressure, measurements of y alone (such as the y power spec-
trum) cannot be used to to directly determine the redshift evo-
lution of the gas pressure. However, given some tracer of the
matter density field which can be restricted to narrow redshift
intervals, cross-correlations of this tracer with y can be used
to isolate contributions to y from different redshifts. We take
the cross-correlation approach in this analysis.
By cross-correlating a sample of galaxies identified in data
from the Dark Energy Survey (DES) [23] with y maps gen-
erated from Planck data [3], we measure the evolution of the
gas pressure as a function of redshift. As we discuss in §II, our
cross-correlation measurements are sensitive to a combination
of the gas pressure and the amplitude of galaxy clustering. To
break this degeneracy, we perform a joint fit to measurements
of the galaxy-y cross-correlation and to galaxy-galaxy cluster-
ing to constrain both the redshift evolution of the galaxy bias,
and the redshift evolution of a term depending on the average
gas pressure in dark matter halos.
Our analysis relies on the so-called redMaGiC galaxy se-
lection from DES. The redMaGiC algorithm yields a sample
of galaxies whose photometric redshifts are well constrained
[53]. We note that we do not attempt to model the halo-
galaxy connection for the redMaGiC galaxies. Rather, we
use these galaxies only as tracers of the density field for the
purposes of isolating contributions to y from different red-
shifts. Consequently, we will restrict our measurements to
the two-halo regime, for which the galaxy-y cross-correlation
can be modeled without dependence on the precise way that
redMaGiC galaxies populate halos [for a review of the halo
model see 13].
Several previous analyses have also considered the cross-
correlation between galaxy catalogs and Compton-y maps
from Planck [31, 39, 63, 68]. Vikram et al. [68] (hereafter
V17) correlated Planck y maps with a sample of galaxy groups
identified from Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) data by
Yang et al. [70]. Our analysis differs from that of V17 in
several important respects. First, the galaxy sample used in
this analysis is derived from DES data, and extends to sig-
nificantly higher redshift (z ∼ 0.7) than considered by V17
(z . 0.2). Additionally, while V17 divided their correlation
measurements into bins of halo mass, we divide our measure-
ments into bins of halo redshift. The measurements presented
here can be considered complementary to those of V17 with
regard to constraining feedback models.
Hill et al. [31] used measurements and modeling similar to
V17 in order to extract constraints on the halo Y-M relation,
finding hints of departure from the predictions of self-similar
models at low halo masses. Our approach is similar to that
of Hill et al. [31], although we only fit measurements in the
two-halo regime.
Planck Collaboration et al. [45] correlated galaxies identi-
fied in SDSS data with Planck y maps. The galaxy catalog
used by Planck Collaboration et al. [45] was restricted to "iso-
lated" galaxies in order to probe the pressure profiles of indi-
vidual small mass halos (although note the issues with this ap-
proach pointed out by Le Brun et al. [35], Greco et al. [27] and
Hill et al. [31]). Several authors have also investigated related
correlations between Compton-y and weak lensing [30, 67] .
3Recently, Tanimura et al. [63] measured the correlation of
luminous red galaxies (LRGs) with the Planck y maps in or-
der to study astrophysical feedback. Our analysis differs from
that of Tanimura et al. [63] in two crucial aspects. First, we
are only interested in the galaxy-y cross-correlations in the
two-halo regime, whereas Tanimura et al. [63] analyzed the
full y profile around LRGs, including in the one-halo regime.
Second, and more importantly, the quantity of interest in the
present work, namely the bias weighted pressure of the uni-
verse, is not sensitive to the connection between the galax-
ies used for cross-correlations and the parent halo, nor to the
properties of the galaxies. The analysis of Tanimura et al. [63]
exhibits strong dependence on the connection between stellar
mass and halo mass for their LRG sample.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In §II we
present our model for the galaxy-y and galaxy-galaxy cross-
correlation measurements; in §III we describe the DES,
Planck and simulation data sets used in our analysis; in §IV
we describe our measurement and fitting procedure, and val-
idate this procedure by applying it to simulations; in §V we
present the results of our analysis applied to the data. We con-
clude in §VI.
II. FORMALISM
We are interested in modeling both the galaxy-y and galaxy-
galaxy correlation functions to extract constraints on the red-
shift evolution of the gas pressure. Our analysis will focus
on the large-scale, two-halo regime in which the details of the
galaxy-halo connection can be ignored. The primary motiva-
tion for this choice is that in the two-halo regime, the galaxy-
y cross-correlation function is insensitive to the details of the
galaxy-halo connection, significantly simplifying the analysis.
We will assume a fixed ΛCDM cosmological model
throughout, and will therefore suppress dependence on cos-
mological parameters. When analyzing the data, we adopt
a ΛCDM model with h = 0.7, Ωm = 0.28, Ωb = 0.044,
ns = 0.965 and σ8 = 0.8. Given the uncertainties on our
measurement of the galaxy-y cross-correlation, adopting in-
stead the best-fit cosmology from e.g. Planck Collaboration
et al. [50] has a negligible impact on our main constraints.
A. Model for galaxy-y cross-correlation
The observed temperature signal on the sky in the direction
nˆ and at frequency ν due to the tSZ effect can be written as
∆T (nˆ, ν) = TCMBy(nˆ) f (ν), (1)
where TCMB = 2.73 K is the mean temperature of the CMB,
and y(nˆ) is the Compton-y parameter. In the non-relativistic
limit, we have [61]:
f (x = hν/kBTCMB) = x
ex + 1
ex − 1 − 4, (2)
where h is Planck’s constant, and kB is the Boltzmann con-
stant.
The Compton-y parameter is in turn given by (suppressing
the directional dependence):
y =
σT
mec2
∫ ∞
0
dl Pe(l), (3)
where Pe(l) is the electron gas pressure (which dominates the
inverse Compton scattering process that gives rise to the tSZ
effect) at line of sight distance l, σT is the Thomson cross
section, me is the electron mass and c is the speed of light.
For a fully ionized gas consisting of hydrogen and helium, the
electron pressure, Pe, is related to the total thermal pressure,
Pth, by:
Pe =
[
4 − 2Y
8 − 5Y
]
Pth, (4)
where Y is the primordial helium mass fraction. We adopt
Y = 0.24.
We denote the galaxy-y cross-correlation with ξyg(R). This
quantity represents the expectation value of y at transverse co-
moving separation R from the galaxies in excess of the cosmic
mean. We work in comoving coordinates because this choice
preserves the size of a halo of constant mass as measured by a
spherical overdensity radius as a function of redshift. We will
use r to denote the 3D comoving separation between the halo
center and a given point.
The halo-y cross-correlation function for galaxies at red-
shift z can be written as
ξyg(R, z) =
σT
mec2
1
1 + z
∫ ∞
0
dχ ξPg
(√
χ2 + R2, z
)
, (5)
where χ is the comoving distance along the line of sight, and
ξPg(r, z) is the 3D correlation function between the electron
pressure and the galaxy sample of interest [V17].
As functions of cluster-centric distance, halo mass, and halo
redshift, we write the halo electron pressure profile and to-
tal density profile as Pe(r,M, z) and ρ(r,M, z). It is conve-
nient to work with Fourier transformed quantities, rather than
the real space ones, which we represent with uP(k,M, z) and
um(k,M, z), respectively. For uP, for instance, we have
uP(k,M, z) ≡
∫ ∞
0
dr 4pir2
sin(kr)
kr
Pe(r,M, z). (6)
An analogous equation holds for uM .
The galaxy-pressure cross-correlation function can be re-
lated to the galaxy-pressure cross-power spectrum via
ξPg(r, z) =
∫ ∞
0
dk
2pi2
k2
sin(kr)
kr
PPg(k, z), (7)
where k is the wavenumber, and PPg(k, z) is the galaxy-
pressure cross-power spectrum. This power spectrum can be
decomposed into contributions from the halo in which the
galaxy resides (i.e. one-halo) and contributions from other
halos (i.e. two-halo):
PPg(k, z) = Pone−haloPg (k, z) + P
two−halo
Pg (k, z). (8)
The one-halo part is given by:
4Pone−haloPg (k, z) =
∫
dM
dn
dM
N(M, z)
n¯(z)
um(k,M, z)uP(k,M, z),
(9)
where um(k,M, z) and uP(k,M, z) are the Fourier transforms
of the halo mass and pressure profiles for halos of mass M at
redshift z. Here we have assumed that galaxies are distributed
according to the dark matter profile. The average number of
galaxies in a halo of mass M at a redshift z is given by N(M, z)
and the average number density of galaxies (across all masses)
is given by n¯(z). The quantity dn/dM is the halo mass func-
tion, specifying the number density of halos (per comoving
volume) and per mass interval.
The two-halo term is then:
Ptwo−haloPg (k,M, z) =
[N(M, z)
n¯(z)
um(k,M, z)
]
×
(1 + z)3
[ ∫
dM′
( dn
dM′
)
uP(k,M′, z)Phh(k,M,M′)
]
, (10)
where Phh is the halo-halo power spectrum. In the two-
halo limit, we can assume linear bias, i.e. Phh(k,M,M′) =
b(M)b(M′)Plin(k). Note that the (1 + z)3 factor comes from
converting between physical coordinates and comoving coor-
dinates.
As stated above, we are interested here in the large scale,
two-halo regime. In this limit (i.e. k → 0),
uP(k → 0,M, z) =
∫ ∞
0
dr 4pir2Pe(r,M, z) ≡ ET (M, z), (11)
where we have defined ET as the total thermal energy in a halo
of mass M at redshift z. Similarly, we have
um(k → 0,M) =
∫ ∞
0
dr 4pir2
ρ(r,M)
M
=
〈
ρ
M
〉
. (12)
Consequently, in this limit,
PPg(k, z) =
( ∫ ∞
0
bg(M, z)
dn
dM
dM
)
(
(1 + z)3
∫ ∞
0
dM′
dn
dM′
b(M′, z)ET (M′, z)
)
Plin(k, z). (13)
We define the integral of bg over halos as the linear bias of
our galaxy sample, i.e.
bg(z) =
∫ ∞
0
N(M, z)
n¯(z)
〈
ρ
M
〉
b(M, z)
dn
dM
dM. (14)
Eq. 13 can then be simplified further by defining:
〈bPe〉(z) ≡ (1 + z)3
∫ ∞
0
dn
dM
b(M, z)ET (M, z)dM. (15)
This quantity represents the bias weighted thermal energy of
all halos, and is the primary quantity of interest in this anal-
ysis. In order to estimate the 〈bPe〉 from above equation, we
use fitting formulae of halo mass function as described in Tin-
ker et al. [65] and large scale halo bias as descirbed in Tinker
et al. [66]. We plot cumulative of the integrand of Eq. 15
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FIG. 1. Cumulative contribution to the 〈bPe〉 integral from theo-
retical estimates (using AGN feedback pressure profile described in
§II B) of Eq. 15 as a function of halo mass. Most contribution to the
integral comes from halos in the range 1013 to 1015 M/h. There is
significant contribution to 〈bPe〉 from halos with M < 1014 M/h; for
current data, correlation analyses of the type considered here are the
only way to probe this halo mass range.
at several redshifts in Fig. 1. The dominant contribution to
〈bPe〉 comes from halos with masses in the range of about
3 × 1012 . M/(M/h) . 1015.
In the two-halo limit, the galaxy-pressure cross-power
spectrum then simplifies to:
Ptwo−haloPg (k, z) = bg(z)〈bPe(z)〉Plin(k, z). (16)
Substituting back into Eq. 5, the two-halo contribution to the
galaxy-y cross-correlation function becomes
ξtwo−haloyg (R, z) =
σT
mec2
bg(z)〈bPe(z)〉
1
1 + z
∫ ∞
−∞
dχ ξlin
(√
χ2 + R2, z
)
. (17)
The integral in the above equation is the projected linear cor-
relation function, wp,lin(R). So, succinctly, our model for the
cross-correlation function becomes:
ξtwo−haloyg (R, z) =
σT
mec2
bg(z)〈bPe(z)〉wp,lin(R, z)1 + z . (18)
A CMB experiment like Planck observes the sky convolved
with a beam, which we must account for. To do this, we first
transform the above equation to angular space. Since R de-
notes the comoving size of a halo, we have θ = R/χ(z), where
χ(z) is the comoving distance to redshift z. In Fourier space,
the halo-y cross-power spectrum is:
C`yg =
σT
mec2
bg(z)〈bPe〉
∫
dθ 2piθJ0(`θ)
wp,lin(χ(z)θ)
1 + z
, (19)
where J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind.
5Multiplying this power spectrum by the beam function,
B(`), and then inverse Fourier transforming, we obtain:
ξs,two−haloyg (χθ, z) =
∫
d` `
2pi
J0(`θ)Cyg(`)B(`). (20)
We thus obtain in the two-halo limit (see also V17):
ξs,two−haloyg (R, z) ≈
σT
mec2
bg(z)〈bPe(z)〉
wSlin(R, z)
1 + z
, (21)
where wSlin(R, z) is the projected linear correlation function,
smoothed by the beam as shown above.
Eq. 21 describes the cross-correlation between galaxies and
y at a fixed redshift. The redMaGiC galaxies, however, are
distributed over a broad redshift range, so we must average
Eq. 21 over the normalized redshift distribution, ωi(z), of the
ith redMaGiC galaxy bin. Since the bias and bias-weighted
pressure are expected to evolve slowly with redshift, and since
the individual redshift bins of the redMaGiC galaxies are only
∆z ∼ 0.15, we can define effective parameters over the whole
bin, bg and 〈bPe〉. The projected correlation function is also
averaged across the redshift bins in this way. Our final model
for the galaxy-y cross-correlation is given by:
ξs,iyg(R >> rvir, z¯) ≈
σT
mec2
big〈bPe〉i
∫ ∞
0
wSlin(R, z)ω
i(z)
1 + z
dz.
(22)
Given a cosmological model, wSlin(R) is fixed. Consequently,
specifying bg and 〈bPe〉 is sufficient to specify the galaxy-y
cross-correlation function. As we will show below, we can
determine bg using fits to the galaxy-galaxy correlation func-
tion, allowing us to use the galaxy-y measurements to solve
for 〈bPe〉.
B. Pressure profile model
Until now, we have been agnostic about the form of the
halo pressure profile, Pe(r,M, z). Battaglia et al. [5] (hereafter
B12) measured the pressure profiles of halos in hydrodynam-
ical simulations, and we will use fitting functions from those
measurements in our analysis below. The B12 fits use spher-
ical overdensity definitions of the halo mass and radius, M∆
and R∆, respectively. These are defined such that the mean
density within R∆ is ∆ times critical density, ρcrit(z), i.e.:
M∆ = ∆
4
3
piR3∆ ρcrit(z). (23)
We will use both ∆ = 200 and ∆ = 500 definitions below
where convenient. The B12 pressure profile fitting function is
then a generalized NFW model:
P(x = r/R∆,M∆, z) = P∆P0(x/xc)γ
[
1 + (x/xc)α
]−β , (24)
where γ, α, β and xc are redshift and mass dependent parame-
ters of the model and the pressure normalization, P∆, is given
by:
P∆ = ∆ ρcrit(z)
Ωb
Ωm
GM∆
2R∆
, (25)
where Ωb and Ωm are the baryon and matter fractions, respec-
tively, at redshift z = 0. Because of significant degeneracy
between the parameters, B12 set α = 1.0 and γ = −0.3.
The free parameters of the B12 fits are then P0, xc and β.
B12 additionally modelled the mass and redshift dependence
of these parameters using fits of the form
A = A0
(
M200
1014M
)αm
(1 + z)αz , (26)
where A represents P0, xc or β. The best fit parameters are
given in Table 1 of B12.
B12 considered different models for gas heating, described
in more detail in Battaglia et al. [4] (hereafter B10). In our
analysis of the data we primarily rely on the ‘shock heating’
model from B10. In this model, gas is shock heated during
infall into the cluster potential; no additional energy sources
or cooling models are included. Below, we will extend this
model to include the possibility of additional energy sources,
which we will use the data to constrain. For the purposes of
generating simulated y maps, we will also employ the AGN
feedback model from B10, which includes a prescription for
radiative cooling, star formation, and supernovae feedback, in
addition to AGN.
The quantity 〈bPe〉 depends on the full pressure profile of
the halos, and is therefore sensitive to its behavior at large
r. At distances r & 2R200, B12 found that the pressure pro-
file fits could depart from the mean profile in simulations by
more than 5%. In our analysis, when computing 〈bPe〉, we
will truncate the model pressure profiles at r = 3R500. We
will consider the impact of varying this choice in §V B. Ad-
ditionally, the 〈bPe〉 integral receives some contribution from
M ∼ 1013 M/h halos, below the halo mass limit of the B10
simulations. Consequently, when we model 〈bPe〉 we will ef-
fectively be extrapolating the B10 fits to a regime just below
where they were calibrated.
C. Model for additional energy sources
The main purpose of our analysis is to constrain the amount
of energy in the halo gas relative to that expected from grav-
itational collapse. The energetics of the halo gas could be
changed relative to the gravitational expectation by processes
such as AGN feedback and cooling. As described above, the
observable quantity 〈bPe〉 is sensitive to the total thermal en-
ergy in halos in the mass range from about 1013 to 1015 M.
To constrain departures from the purely gravitational energy
input to the gas, we adopt the model
ET (M) = EshT (M)(1 + α(M)), (27)
where EshT (M) is the thermal energy computed as in Eq. 11
using the shock heating model for the pressure profile from
B12 (i.e. gravitational energy input only, and no cooling). We
adopt a simple phenomenological model for α(M):
α(M) =
α if M < Mth0 if M > Mth , (28)
6where α is a constant. The motivation for introducing Mth is
that for very massive halos, we expect the gravitational energy
to dominate over all other energy sources. Below, we will set
Mth = 1014 M, although we will also consider the impact of
taking Mth → ∞.
We emphasize that 〈bPe〉 is sensitive to the total thermal en-
ergy in halos. Any process which changes the pressure profile,
but does not change the total thermal energy content should
not change 〈bPe〉. Such process might include, for instance,
bulk motions of gas. An additional point worth emphasizing
is that the 〈bPe〉 measurements for a particular redshift bin
constrain the total thermal energy in the halos at that redshift.
This thermal energy could be impacted by heating or cooling
at higher redshift. For instance, AGN feedback at z > 1 could
impact the measured 〈bPe〉, provided that gas has not had suf-
ficient time to cool by the redshift of observation.
D. Model for galaxy-galaxy clustering
At fixed cosmology, Eq. 21 shows that the galaxy-y cross-
correlation in the two-halo regime is completely determined
once 〈bPe〉 and bg are specified. We can break the degener-
acy between the two quantities using information from galaxy
clustering, which is sensitive to bg, but not 〈bPe〉. By perform-
ing a joint fit to the galaxy-y and galaxy-galaxy correlation
functions, we can therefore constrain 〈bPe〉 as a function of z.
To constrain bg we rely on measurements of galaxy-galaxy
clustering. We now develop a model for this observable in the
two-halo regime. The power spectrum of the galaxies in the
two-halo regime is given by:
Ptwo−halogg (k, z) =[ ∫
dM
dn
dM
N(M, z)
n¯(z)
um(k,M, z)b(M, z)
]2
Plin(k, z). (29)
In the two-halo regime, we can take the low-k limit for the
dark matter halo profile um(k,M, z), yielding:
Ptwo−halogg (k, z) =[ ∫
dM
dn
dM
N(M, z)
n¯(z)
〈
ρ
M
〉
b(M, z)
]2
Plin(k, z). (30)
Using the same definition of bg as in Eq. 14, we find the
galaxy-galaxy power spectrum to be:
Ptwo−halogg (k, z) = bg(z)
2Plin(k, z). (31)
The Limber approximation [36, 37] can then be used to relate
the 3D power spectrum to the harmonic-space power spectrum
on the sky:
Cgg(`) =
∫
dχ
q2g(z)
χ2
Plin
(
` + 1/2
χ
, χ
)
, (32)
where q is the weight function given by:
qg(z) = bgω(z)
dz
dχ
. (33)
The angular correlation functions can then be related to the
harmonic cross-spectra for any given redshift bin i via:
wii(θ) =
∑
`
2` + 1
4pi
P` (cos(θ)) Ciigg(`) (34)
where P` (cos(θ)) is the Legendre polynomial of the `-th order.
We note that this model is equivalent to that employed in the
DES Collaboration et al. [15] analysis, which uses the same
galaxy clustering measurements as employed here.
III. DATA
A. DES redMaGiC catalog
The primary goal of this analysis is to constrain the red-
shift evolution of the pressure of the Universe by measuring
the correlation between galaxies and maps of the Compton-
y parameter. To this end, we require a sample of galaxies
that have well measured redshifts, and which can be detected
out to large redshift. An ideal catalog for this purpose is the
redMaGiC catalog [15] derived from first year (Y1) DES ob-
servations.
The Dark Energy Survey is a 5.5 year survey of 5000 sq.
deg. of the southern sky in five optical bands (g, r, i, z, and
Y) to a depth of r > 24. In this analysis, we use first Y1 data
from DES covering approximately 1321 sq. deg. to roughly
r ∼ 23 [16, 23].
redMaGiC galaxies are identified in DES data based on a
fit to a red sequence template using the methods described in
Rozo et al. [53]. The photometric accuracy of the selection
is high: σrmg = 0.0167(1 + z). For details of the validation
of the redMaGiC redshift estimates, see Rozo et al. [53] and
Cawthon et al. [12].
Throughout this analysis, we use the same selection of
galaxies and redshift binning as used in the analysis of DES
Collaboration et al. [15]. Using the same selection as in DES
Collaboration et al. [15] is advantageous since systematic er-
rors in the redshift estimates for this sample have been thor-
oughly studied in Cawthon et al. [12], and the impact of obser-
vational systematics on redMaGiC galaxy detection have been
studied in Elvin-Poole et al. [21].
The Y1 redMaGiC sample was divided into five redshift
bins from z = 0.15 to z = 0.9. The first three redshift bins use
a luminosity cut of L/L∗ > 0.5, while the fourth and fifth red-
shift bins use cuts of L/L∗ > 1.0 and L/L∗ > 1.5, respectively,
where L∗ is computed using a Bruzual and Charlot model [8],
as described in Rozo et al. [53]. Given the small number of
galaxies in the fifth bin and the potential for higher contami-
nation of the galaxy-y cross-correlation measurements in that
bin (see below), we restrict our analysis to the first four red-
shift bins.
Galaxies are placed into redshift bins based on their photo-
metric redshift as estimated by the redMaGiC algorithm Rozo
et al. [53]. redMaGiC assigns a redshift estimate, zrmg, to each
galaxy. The estimated ω(z) for each bin is then computed as a
sum of Gaussian probability distribution functions centered at
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FIG. 2. Redshift distributions of Y1 redMaGiC galaxies used in this
analysis. The galaxy sample is divided into five redshift bins, which
are identical to the ones used in DES Collaboration et al. [15]. We
only use the first four of these bins in the present analysis, as de-
scribed in §III A. The integral of each curve over dz is equal to the
number of galaxies in the bin. In total, the sample contains approxi-
mately 600,000 galaxies.
zirmg, with standard deviationσrmg. The corresponding redshift
distributions are shown in Fig. 2.
B. Planck maps
We correlate the redMaGiC galaxies with maps of the
Compton-y parameter derived from Planck data. Planck ob-
served the sky in nine frequency bands from 30 GHz to 857
GHz from 2009 to 2013 [43, 64]. The resolution of the Planck
experiment is band dependent, varying from roughly 30 ar-
cminutes at the lowest frequencies to 5 arcminutes at the high-
est.
We use the publicly available 2015 Planck High Frequency
Instrument (HFI) and Low Frequency Instrument (LFI) maps
in this analysis [48, 49] and construct Compton-y maps using
the Needlet Internal Linear Combination (NILC) algorithm
that is described in Delabrouille et al. [18] and Guilloux et al.
[28]. For comparison, we will also make use of the publicly
available Planck estimates of y described in Aghanim et al. [3]
which uses the same set of temperature maps.
While constructing various versions of Compton-y map
(see below), we use the same galactic mask as used in
Aghanim et al. [3] which blocks 2% of the sky area (mostly in
the galactic center). We also use the point source mask which
is the union of the individual frequency point-source masks
discussed in Planck Collaboration et al. [47].
C. Simulated sky maps
One of the primary concerns for the present analysis is pos-
sible contamination of the estimated y maps by astrophysi-
cal foregrounds. The most significant potential contaminant
is the cosmic infrared background (CIB), which is predom-
inantly sourced by thermal emission from galaxies through-
out the Universe. CIB emission comes from a broad range of
redshifts, roughly z ∼ 0.1 to 4.0, with the bulk of emission
coming from z & 1 [e.g. 55]. The majority of CIB emission
is therefore beyond the redshift range of the galaxies consid-
ered in this analysis, and will therefore be uncorrelated with
the redMaGiC galaxies. Such emission could constitute an ad-
ditional noise source, but will not in general lead to a bias in
the estimated galaxy-y cross-correlation functions.
However, some CIB emission is sourced from z .
0.7, which overlaps with the redshift range of the
redMaGiC galaxies. Since the CIB is traces the large-scale
structure, it will be correlated with the redMaGiC galaxies.
Consequently, any leakage of CIB into the estimated y maps
over this redshift range could result in a bias to the estimated
galaxy-y cross-correlation functions.
Another possible source of contamination is bright radio
sources. Although the brightest sources are detected and
masked, there will also be radio point sources that are not indi-
vidually detected. For instance, in a recent study by Shirasaki
[57], it was found that radio sources can bias the tSZ-lensing
correlation when using Planck data. Lastly, we may also have
to worry about the potential biases and loss of signal-to-noise
that may arise due to galactic dust contamination. We assess
the effects of all the above mentioned biases using simulated
sky maps as described below.
We rely on both the Websky mocks1 and the Sehgal et al.
[56] simulations. These two sets of simulations are useful in
this analysis because they have produced correlated CIB maps
and partially cover the frequency range used by Planck.
The Websky mocks are full sky simulations of the extra-
galactic microwave sky generated using the mass-Peak Patch
approach, which is a fully predictive initial-space algorithm,
and a fast alternative to a full N-body simulation. As described
in Stein et al. [59], the mass-Peak Patch method finds an
overcomplete set of just-collapsed structures through coarse-
grained ellipsoidal dynamics and then resolves those struc-
tures further. These maps are provided for frequencies 143,
217, 353, 545, and 857 GHz which are very similar to the
Planck HFI channels.
The Sehgal et al. [56] simulations are another set of full sky
simulations which provide maps for the cosmic microwave
background, tSZ, kinetic SZ, populations of dusty star form-
ing galaxies, populations of galaxies that emit strongly at ra-
dio wavelengths, and dust from the Milky Way galaxy. Maps
are provided at six different frequencies: 30, 90, 148, 219,
277, and 350 GHz which are very similar to the Planck LFI
channels and some of the HFI channels. These sets of maps
allow us to directly test the effects of bright radio sources and
galactic dust on the Compton-y and its cross-correlation with
halos that populate redMaGiC -like galaxies.
We generate simulated sky maps in Healpix2format by
combining the various component maps from the simula-
tions described above. For the Websky mocks, we combine
1 mocks.cita.utoronto.ca
2 healpix.jpl.nasa.gov
8Compton-y, lensed CMB and CIB; for the Sehgal simulations,
we combine Compton-y, lensed CMB, CIB, radio galaxies
and Milky Way galactic dust emission. The "true" sky maps
are then convolved with Gaussian beams with frequency-
dependent full width half maxima (FWHM) corresponding to
the Planck data. Finally, we add Planck-like white noise to
each channel at the levels given in Table 6 of Planck Collabo-
ration et al. [46].
D. MICE and BuzzardN-body simulations
In addition to the estimation of y from the Planck maps,
the other major step in our analysis is the inference of 〈bPe〉
from the measured correlation functions. In order to test
the methodology and assumptions involved in this step of
the analysis, we rely on simulated redMaGiC galaxy cata-
logs and y maps. The simulations used for this purpose are
the MICE [11, 25, 26] and Buzzard [17] N-body simulations.
Both simulations have been populated with galaxy samples
approximating redMaGiC .
MICEGrand Challenge simulation (MICE-GC) is an N-
body simulation run on a 3 Gpc/h box with 40963 particles
produced using the Gadget-2 code [58]. The mass resolution
of this simulation is 2.93 × 1010M/h across the full redshift
range that we analyze here (z < 0.75), and halos are identified
using a FoF algorithm using a linking length of 0.2. These
halos are then populated with galaxies using a hybrid sub-
halo abundance matching and a halo occupation distribution
(HOD) approach, as detailed in Carretero et al. [11]. These
methods are designed to match the joint distributions of lu-
minosity, g − r color, and clustering amplitude observed in
SDSS [71]. The construction of the halo and galaxy catalogs
is described in Crocce et al. [14]. A DES Y1-like catalog of
galaxies with the spatial depth variations matching the real
DES Y1 data is generated as described in MacCrann et al.
[38]. MICE assumes a flat ΛCDM cosmological model with
h = 0.7, Ωm = 0.25, Ωb = 0.044 and σ8 = 0.8.
Buzzard is a suite of simulated DES Y1-like galaxy cat-
alogs constructed from dark matter-only N-body lightcones
and including galaxies with DES griz magnitudes with pho-
tometric errors, shape noise, and redshift uncertainties ap-
propriate for the DES Y1 data [17]. This simulation is run
using the code L-Gadget2 which is a proprietary version of
the Gadget-2 code and the galaxy catalogs are built from
the lightcone simulations using the ADDGALS algorithm
[17, 38, 69]. Spherical-overdensity masses are assigned to
all halos in Buzzard . Buzzard assumes a flat ΛCDM cos-
mological model with h = 0.7, Ωm = 0.286, Ωb = 0.047 and
σ8 = 0.82.
We generate mock Compton-y maps for the N-body simu-
lations by pasting y profiles into mock sky maps at the loca-
tions of simulated halos. The y profile used for this purpose
is the AGN feedback model (with ∆ = 200) from Table 1 of
B12. This approach to generating Compton-y maps misses
contributions to y from halos below the resolution limit of the
simulation. However, given that Buzzard and MICE identify
halos above 3 × 1012M/h and 1011M/h, respectively, Fig. 1
shows that for both simulations, we capture at least 95% of
the contribution to 〈bPe〉. Since the statistical errors on the
simulation measurements are significantly larger than 5%, any
missing contribution to 〈bPe〉 is not important for this work.
Note that since MICE uses only FoF masses, it is not strictly
correct to apply the B12 profile to these halo mass estimates.
However, this inconsistency should not impact our validation
tests described below.
IV. ANALYSIS
A. Measuring the galaxy-y cross-correlation and
galaxy-galaxy clustering
Our estimator for the galaxy-y cross-correlation for galaxies
in a single redshift bin and in the angular bin labeled by θα is
ξˆyg(θα) =
1
ND
ND∑
i j
ym f (θi j) − 1NR
NR∑
iR j
ym f (θiR j), (35)
where i (iR) labels a galaxy (random point), m labels a map
pixel, θim is the angle between point i and map pixel m, and
f is an indicator function such that f (θ) = 1 if θ is in the bin
θα and f (θ) = 0 otherwise. The total number of galaxies and
random points are ND and NR, respectively. By subtracting
the cross-correlation of random points with y, we can undo
the effects of chance correlations between the mask and the
underlying y field.
We measure the galaxy-galaxy correlation using the stan-
dard Landy & Szalay [34] estimator. Because we use the
same catalogs, redshift bins, and angular bins as in Elvin-
Poole et al. [21], our measurements of clustering of the
redMaGiC galaxies are identical to those in Elvin-Poole et al.
[21]. For both the galaxy-y and galaxy-galaxy correlations,
we compute the estimators using TreeCorr [32].
We measure the galaxy-y cross-correlation in 20 radial bins
from 1 Mpc/h to 40 Mpc/h. We measure galaxy-galaxy clus-
tering in 20 angular bins from 2.5 arcmin to 250 arcmin which
is the binning used in Elvin-Poole et al. [21]. However, as de-
scribed below in §IV E, we do not include all measured scales
when fitting these correlation functions, since the model is not
expected to be valid at all scales. Our angular scale cut choices
are validated in §IV F.
B. Covariance Estimation
Jointly fitting the measurements of the galaxy-y and galaxy-
galaxy correlations requires an estimate of the joint covariance
between these two observables. For this purpose, we use a
hybrid covariance matrix estimate built from a combination
of jackknife and theoretical estimates. We validate the covari-
ance estimation in §IV F.
For the covariance block describing only the galaxy cluster-
ing measurements, we use the theoretical halo-model based
covariance described in Krause et al. [33]. This covariance
9has been extensively validated as part of the DES Collabora-
tion et al. [15] analysis.
For the block describing the galaxy-y covariance and for
the cross-term blocks between galaxy-y and galaxy clustering,
we use jackknife estimates of the covariance. The use of a
jackknife is well motivated because several noise sources in
the yˆ map are difficult to estimate. These include noise from
CIB and galactic dust. Since the jackknife method uses the
data itself to determine the covariance, it naturally captures
these noise sources.
The jackknife method for estimating the covariance of cor-
relation functions on the sky is described in Norberg et al.
[42]. To construct jackknife patches on the sky, we use the
KMeans algorithm3. We find that 800 jackknife patches is suf-
ficient for robust covariance estimation. This means that each
jackknife patch is approximately 85 arcmin across, which is
approximately 1.5 times larger than our maximum measured
scale for each redshift bin.
Our jackknife estimates of the cross-covariance between
the galaxy-clustering and galaxy-y measurements are noisy.
When applying the jackknife covariance estimation to simu-
lations (see §IV F), we find that this cross-covariance is largest
when it is between two of the same redshift bins, as expected.
For the simulated measurements, zeroing cross-covariance be-
tween clustering and galaxy-y measurements of different red-
shift bins has no impact on the inferred 〈bPe〉. To reduce the
impact of noise in our covariance estimates, we therefore set
these blocks to zero in our data estimate of the covariance.
The final covariance estimate is shown in Fig. 11.
C. y map estimation
D. Overview
The y signal on the sky can be estimated as a linear combi-
nation of multi-frequency maps. The constrained internal lin-
ear combination (CILC) method chooses weights in the linear
combination that:
(a) impose the constraint that the estimator has unit re-
sponse to a component with the frequency dependence
of y,
(b) impose a constraint that the estimator has null re-
sponse to some other component with known frequency
dependence,
(c) minimize the variance of the estimator subject to the
constraints from (a) and (b). Below, we will consider
several different analysis variations that attempt to null
different components (or none at all).
Note that the more components that are "nulled," the larger
the variance of the resultant estimator, since imposing the
3 https://github.com/esheldon/kmeans_radec
nulling condition effectively reduces the number of degrees
of freedom that can be used to minimize the variance.
When forming the estimated y map with the CILC, the
multi-frequency maps themselves must be decomposed into
some set of basis functions, such as pixels or spherical har-
monics. In this analysis, we use maps decomposed using the
needlet frame on the sphere [18, 28, 40]. The Planck estimate
of y generated using CILC methods in the needlet frame goes
under the name Needlet Internal Linear Combination (NILC)
and is described in Aghanim et al. [3]. We will use both the
Planck NILC map and also construct our own versions for the
purposes of testing biases due to contamination by the CIB
and other astrophysical foregrounds. A brief description of
the analysis choices and methodology is given in §IV D 1; de-
tails are provided in Appendix A.
1. Attempting to mitigate CIB bias in the y map
The Planck NILC yˆ map [3] enforces null response to com-
ponents on the sky with the same frequency dependence as the
CMB. This choice is well motivated, since the CMB consti-
tutes the dominant noise source over the frequency range that
has significant signal-to-noise for the estimation of y. We will
refer to this choice as unit-y-null-cmb. We will also con-
sider a variation that does not explicitly null any components,
which we refer to as unit-y.
In the end, however, we only care about the cross-
correlation of yˆ with galaxies. The CMB correlates only very
minimally with galaxies (due, for instance, to the integrated
Sachs-Wolfe effect), and so should not result in a bias to
the estimated galaxy-y cross-correlation functions. Since the
CILC imposes a minimum variance condition on yˆ, explicitly
nulling the CMB is not necessary for our purposes. Attempt-
ing to null the CIB, on the other hand, is well motivated to
prevent potential biases in the 〈bPe〉 estimation; we call this
method unit-y-null-cib. To null the CIB, one must adopt
some reasonable choice for its frequency dependence. Unfor-
tunately, the frequency dependence of the CIB signal is uncer-
tain, and furthermore, may vary with redshift, angular scale,
or position on the sky.
We determine the frequency scaling of the CIB in the Se-
hgal simulations and the Websky mocks by cross-correlating
the mock halos with the mock CIB maps. To approximate
the redMaGiC selection, we correlate halos in the mass range
2 × 1013M/h < M < 3 × 1013M/h and redshift range
0.45 < z < 0.6 with the simulated CIB maps. We then mea-
sure the frequency scaling of these correlations at 100 arcmin,
near the regime of interest for our 〈bPe〉 constraints. We com-
pare this fiducial CIB frequency dependence to Planck [44]
and Sehgal simulations in Fig. 3. The Planck points are de-
rived from the rms fluctuations of the CIB anisotropy spec-
trum over the range 200 < ` < 2000. We note these measure-
ments are consistent with the frequency scaling of the mean of
the CIB field, as described in Planck Collaboration et al. [44].
Fig. 3 shows that the frequency dependence of the CIB
in both the simulations and the Planck data are consistent at
roughly the 10% level over the frequency range relevant to this
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FIG. 3. Frequency scaling of the halo-CIB correlation in the Web-
sky mocks for different halo selections in redshift (dashed) and mass
(dot-dashed). Measurements are shown relative to the fiducial CIB
model, as described in the text. We also show the frequency scal-
ing of the CIB in the Sehgal simulations (green solid curve), and the
measurements from Planck Collaboration et al. [43] (blue points with
errorbars). For frequencies less than 545 GHz (i.e. the frequency
range used in this analysis, corresponding to the unshaded region in
this plot), departures from our fiducial CIB model are less than 20%,
and are consistent with the Planck measurements.
analysis. Larger deviations are observed at 545 and 857 GHz,
but these channels are not used in the y map reconstruction
(see below). We also show the redshift dependence of the
frequency scaling by cross-correlating with halos in different
redshift bins, finding some variation. As mass of halos host-
ing the redMaGiC galaxies is not completely certain, we also
test the dependence of the CIB frequency scaling on the mass
of halo used for cross-correlation.
The CIB intensity rises quickly at the higher frequency
channels of Planck. In order to reduce potential CIB con-
tamination of the y maps, we do not use the 545 or 857 GHz
channels in our y map reconstruction. This choice differs from
that made by Aghanim et al. [3], where both the 545 and 857
GHz channels were employed. We see that variations in halo
selection criteria impact the frequency dependence of CIB by
less than 20% for frequency channels below 545 GHz. We
have found that this choice makes the reconstructed y maps
less sensitive to the details of the CIB modelling, with only a
minor degradation in signal-to-noise.
Finally, when analyzing the Sehgal mocks, we employ a
large scale contiguous apodized mask that covers 10% of the
sky (near the galactic plane) in all the temperature maps to
minimize the biases that might result from bright pixels in
galactic plane. To minimize similar issues due to bright ra-
dio sources, we apply a point source mask that covers radio
galaxies in the top decile. This mask is similar to the point
source mask provided by the Planck collaboration that we use
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FIG. 4. Galaxy-y cross-correlation measurements with reconstructed
y maps from the Sehgal simulations. We show results for the halo
bin with 2 × 1013M/h < Mh < 3 × 1013M/h and 0.15 < z < 0.3.
The results for other redshift bins are similar. We find that our y re-
construction methods are sufficient to recover an essentially unbiased
estimate of the halo-y cross-correlation over the scales of interest.
in the analysis of data. Since this is a highly non-contiguous
mask, we inpaint masked pixels in the temperature maps.
2. Validation of y estimation with mock skys
We apply our NILC pipeline to the simulated skies de-
scribed in §III C, making the three nulling condition choices
described above. We correlate the resultant y maps with
a sample of halos that approximate the redMaGiC selection,
with 2×1013M/h < Mh < 3×1013M/h. The correlation re-
sults for the Sehgal simulation with halos in the redshift range
0.15 < z < 0.3 are shown in Fig. 4. In general, all three
methods yield roughly consistent results that are also in good
agreement with the true correlation signal.
The CIB model of the Sehgal simulations is not complete in
the sense that it does not capture CIB contributions from halos
below the mass limit of the simulation. The CIB frequency
model assumed in the Sehgal simulations is also somewhat
out of date, and does not match current Planck observations.
For these reasons, we additionally use the Websky mocks for
testing potential CIB biases. The Websky mocks employ a
model for CIB contributions from halos below the mass limit
of the simulation, and also shows better agreement with recent
Planck constraints on the CIB frequency dependence. How-
ever, because the Websky mocks do not include radio sources
or galactic dust, we primarily rely on the Sehgal simulations
for validation. We discuss tests using the Websky mocks in
§B.
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FIG. 5. Left panel shows the ratio of 〈bPe〉 inferred in simulations from measurements with redMaGiC galaxies to that inferred from halos.
For both the Buzzard (blue) and MICE (orange) simulations, the redMaGiC galaxies and halos lead to consistent determinations of 〈bPe〉.
This supports the notion that the measurements are sufficiently far in the two-halo regime that the inference of 〈bPe〉 is independent of the
halo-galaxy connection. Right panel shows the measurements of 〈bPe〉 in the Buzzard simulation compared to the theoretical prediction.
E. Model fitting
Our measurements of the galaxy-y and galaxy-galaxy cor-
relations in different redshift bins can be concatenated to form
a single data vector
~d =
(
dgg1 , d
gy
1 , d
gg
2 , d
gy
2 , . . . , d
gg
4 , d
gy
4
)
, (36)
where dggi and d
gy
i are the clustering and galaxy-y correlations
measurements in the ith redshift bin, respectively. We con-
sider a Gaussian likelihood for the data:
L(~d | ~θ) = −1
2
(
~d − ~m(~θ)
)T
C−1
(
~d − ~m(~θ)
)
, (37)
where C is the covariance matrix described in §IV B, ~θ repre-
sents the model parameters (galaxy bias, bi, and bias-weighted
pressure, 〈bPe〉i for redshift bin i) for all redshift bins, and
~m represent the model vector calculated as described in §II.
We adopt flat priors on all of the parameters, and sample the
posterior using Monte Carlo Markov Chain methods as imple-
mented in the code emcee [24].
We restrict our fits to the galaxy-galaxy correlation func-
tions to scales R > 8 Mpc/h. This restriction is imposed to
ensure that the measurements are in the two-halo dominated
regime, as discussed in §II, and is consistent with the scale cut
choices motivated in Krause et al. [33] and MacCrann et al.
[38].
The determination of appropriate scale cuts for the galaxy-
y cross-correlation is somewhat more involved. As described
in Appendix IV C, the Compton-y map used in this analysis
is smoothed with a beam of FWHM of 10 arcmin. The beam
has the effect of pushing power from small to large scales, and
therefore shifts the location of the one-to-two-halo transition.
For the highest redshift redMaGiC bins, this shift can be sig-
nificant and hence we have to increase our scale cuts as we
go to higher redshift bins. For the bins detailed in §III A, we
ensure that we only include the scale cuts that are approxi-
mately twice the beam size away for any given redshift bin
in our analysis. This results in minimum scale cuts for each
of the four redshift bins at 4, 6, 8 and 10 Mpc/h. For the
maximum scale cut, we make sure that for each redshift bin,
the size of an individual jackknife patch is approximately 1.5
times the maximum scale cut for that particular bin. To ob-
tain a sufficiently low-noise estimate of the covariance matrix
from the jackknifing procedure, we need of order 800 jack-
knife patches. These considerations yield maximum scale cuts
for each of the 4 bins of 11, 17, 25 and 30 Mpc/h.
F. Validation of model assumptions and pipeline
We apply our analysis pipeline to the simulated data
by correlating the mock y maps with both the simulated
redMaGiC and halo catalogs. In the two-halo regime, both
the redMaGiC galaxies and the halos should lead to consis-
tent estimates of 〈bPe〉. The left panel of Fig. 5 shows the
ratio of these two measurements for both the Buzzard and
MICE simulations. Indeed, we find that the redMaGiC and halo
measurements are consistent in both simulations, a strong test
of our modeling assumptions and methodology.
We can also compare the recovered values of 〈bPe〉 from
the simulations to the value computed from the Eq. 15.
Since we know the true cosmological and profile parame-
ters used to generate the simulated y map, the measurement
in simulations should match the theory calculation, provided
our assumptions and methodology are correct. The right
panel of Fig. 5 shows this comparison (using both halos and
redMaGiC galaxies) for the Buzzard simulation. We find that
the inferred values of 〈bPe〉 are consistent with the theoretical
expectation, providing a validation of our modeling, method-
ology, and scale cut choices. Note that we do not perform
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corresponding to four redshift bins used in the analysis. Solid line is the best-fit to the fiducial model of Compton-y which is generated after
removing 545GHz and 857GHz frequency channels from the analysis. Only data in the unshaded regions are used for fitting. These scale cut
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FIG. 7. The galaxy-y cross-correlation function over the scales of
interest when the component separation method used to estimate y is
varied. We show the correlation measurements for the highest signal
to noise redshift bin, 0.45 < z < 0.6, but results for the other red-
shift bins are similar. We find that the estimated correlation function
does not vary significantly when the y estimation choices are varied.
Together with our validation with simulations, this constitutes strong
evidence that our correlation measurements are not significantly bi-
ased by astrophysical contaminants in the estimated y.
this test with the MICE simulation, since as discussed in §III D,
MICE uses FoF halo masses, while the B12 profile used to
generate the simulated y maps requires spherical overdensity
masses.
V. RESULTS
A. Galaxy-y cross-correlation measurements
Our measurements of galaxy clustering (top) and the
galaxy-y correlation (bottom) using DES and Planck data are
shown in Fig. 6. We show the galaxy-y measurements with
both our fiducial yˆ map and the Planck y map in Fig. 6. We ob-
tain significant detections of galaxy-y cross-correlation in all
four redshift bins. Across all radial scales, the galaxy-y cross-
correlation is detected at a significance of 12.3, 12.9, 12.2 and
8.4σ for four redshift bins in order of increasing redshift. We
restrict our model fits to the scales outside of the shaded re-
gions to ensure that we remain in the two-halo regime where
our modeling approximations are valid, as discussed in §IV.
The restrictions at large scales ensure that our jackknife es-
timate of the covariance is accurate; this cut leads to only a
small degradation in signal-to-noise.
In order to assess potential biases in our measurements
of the galaxy-y cross-correlation, we repeat these measure-
ments using the unit-y-null-cib and unit-y variations.
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.
In the absence of a correlated contaminant in the estimated y
maps, different variations on the fiducial component separa-
tion choices should not lead to significant changes in the re-
covered mean galaxy-y cross-correlation. On the other hand,
significant changes in the measured cross-correlation func-
tions for varying component separation choices would be
indicative of potential biases. Note, though, that different
component separation choices can lead to significant changes
in the uncertainties on the estimates of the galaxy-y cross-
correlation, even in the absence of any contaminant.
The impact of changing the component separation choices
on the galaxy-y cross-correlation measurements is shown in
Fig. 7. The results are shown only for the third redshift
bin of redMaGiC galaxies, since this has highest signal-to-
noise. The results obtained for the other redshift bins are
similar. We find that the different y estimation procedures
yield statistically consistent measurements of the galaxy-y
cross-correlation over the range of scales used in this anal-
ysis. These measurements are also consistent with the cross-
correlations performed with the Planck y map over the same
range. The insensitivity of the galaxy-y cross-correlations to
the component separation choices suggests that are our mea-
surements are not biased by astrophysical contaminants.
However, as seen in Fig. 6, there is a trend with increas-
ing redshift for the Planck measurements at small scales to
be lower in amplitude than the measurements with our fidu-
cial y map. The main difference between our fiducial y map
and the Planck map is that we do not use the 545 and 857
GHz channels in our y reconstruction, as described in §IV D 1.
It is difficult to determine precisely the cause of the small
scale discrepancy between the two y map estimates seen in
Fig. 6. It appears broadly consistent with contamination due
to CIB, which would be expected to increase at higher red-
shift. We note that Aghanim et al. [3] also found evidence for
CIB bias in the tSZ angular power spectrum at small scales.
We note, however, that the amount and direction of this CIB
bias in the y map obtained from NILC pipeline is sensitive to
the frequency channels used, and that we consider here bias
in galaxy-y cross-correlation rather than the y angular power
spectrum considered in Aghanim et al. [3]. We emphasize,
though, that over the range of scales fitted in this analysis, the
estimates of the galaxy-y correlations are consistent between
the different y maps.
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 (region between orange-red dashed curves). The 〈bPe〉 measurements presented in this work are sensitive to halos with
1013 . M . 1015 M, as shown in Fig. 1.
B. Constraints on bias-weighted pressure
The quantity 〈bPe〉, defined in Eq. 15 represents the halo
bias weighted thermal energy of the gas at redshift z. Fig. 8
shows our constraints on this quantity as a function of redshift
for two different y maps: our fiducial unit-y-null-cmb map
and the Planck NILC y map. The measurements with the two
y maps appear consistent, although precisely assessing the sta-
tistical consistency is complicated by the fact that the maps are
highly correlated. We find significant detections of 〈bPe〉 in all
redshift bins considered. The multidimensional constraints on
the model parameters are shown in Fig. 12.
The black point in Fig. 8 shows the constraint on 〈bPe〉 from
the analysis of V17 using data from SDSS and Planck. The
V17 point is at significantly lower redshift than the samples
considered here (z ∼ 0.15 as opposed to 0.2 . z . 0.75).
The small errorbars on the V17 measurements result from the
large area of SDSS, roughly 10,000 sq. deg. Our analysis with
DES Y1 data uses roughly 1300 sq. deg, although the galaxy
density of the DES Y1 measurements is significantly higher
than the group catalog considered by V17.
C. Constraints on feedback models
The quantity 〈bPe〉 depends on the cosmological parame-
ters and on the pressure profiles of gas in halos. Given the
current uncertainty on the cosmological parameters from e.g.
Planck Collaboration et al. [50], and the large model uncer-
tainties on the gas profiles (especially at large radii), we fo-
cus on how 〈bPe〉 can be used to constrain gas physics in this
analysis. Fig. 1 shows that 〈bPe〉 is sensitive primarily to ha-
los with masses between 1013 and 1015 M, with sensitivity
to lower mass halos at high redshift. Because 〈bPe〉 effec-
tively measures the total thermal energy in halos, it is particu-
larly sensitive to the thermodynamics of gas in halo outskirts,
where the volume is large. As seen in B10, it is precisely the
large-radius, high-redshift regime probed in this analysis for
which the predictions of different feedback models are signif-
icantly different.
The curves in Fig. 8 show several predictions for the red-
shift evolution of 〈bPe〉 for the ‘shock heating’ model of B12
and B10. In this model, the baryons are shock heated during
infall into the cluster potential, and subsequently thermalize
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(with no AGN feedback or radiative cooling).
We show several model predictions in Fig. 8, correspond-
ing to different maximum radii for the halo gas profile. In our
fiducial analysis, we compute 〈bPe〉 by integrating the pres-
sure profile to 3R500. Similarly, the curve with Rmax/R500 = a
corresponds to integrating the profile to aR500. The data is
consistent with shock heating models for a = 2, a = 3 and
a = 4 with χ2/d.o.f. of 2.9/4, 2.11/4 and 2.26/4, respectively.
For our fiducial shock heating model with Rmax = 3R500,
we find χ2 per degree of freedom (d.o.f.), χ2/d.o.f. =
2.11/4 for the cross-correlation measurements with the
unit-y-null-cmb map, and χ2/ν = 3.99/4 for the cross-
correlation with the Planck map. In both cases, the data
are statistically consistent with the shock heating model from
B12.
As described in §II C, the quantity 〈bPe〉 is sensitive to the
(bias weighted) total thermal energy in the halo gas. We can
use the measured 〈Pe〉 to constrain any sources of energy be-
yond that associated with gravitational collapse, such as could
be generated by feedback. The additional energy model is de-
scribed in §II C, and parameterizes any additional energy con-
tributions for halos with mass M < Mth as a fractional excess,
α(M), beyond that predicted by the shock heating model from
B10, which only includes gravitational energy.
The constraints on α(z) are shown in Fig. 9. In the limit that
the threshold mass is very large (Mth → ∞, blue solid curve),
we find that any mechanisms that change the thermal energy
of the gas must not increase (or decrease) the thermal energy
beyond about 30% of the total gravitational energy over the
redshift range 0.15 < z < 0.75. Note that this constraint ap-
plies to any thermal energy in the halos at that redshift. If,
for instance, significant energy injection occurred at higher
redshift and the gas was not able to cool by redshift z, this
injected energy would still contribute to our measurement.
The red dashed curve in Fig. 9 shows the impact of re-
stricting the additional energy contributions to halos with
M < Mth = 1014 M. The limit in this case is necessarily
weaker since fewer halos contribute additional thermal en-
ergy. We find that over the redshift range probed and for ha-
los with M < 1014 M, feedback (or other processes) must
not contribute an amount of thermal energy greater than about
60% of the halo gravitational energy (or reduce the thermal
energy below about 60% of the gravitational energy). This
constraint demonstrates part of the power of the 〈bPe〉 con-
straints: we obtain constraints on additional energy input into
low mass halos, even without explicitly probing the one-halo
regime.
The implications of this constraint for feedback models de-
pends, among other things, on how black holes populate their
host halos and a careful comparison with simulations of AGN
feedback is warranted. However, a rough estimate may nev-
ertheless be helpful. A plausible estimate of the energy added
by black hole feedback is Efeed = rηMBHc2, where r is the
radiative efficiency and η is the fraction of the radiated en-
ergy which couples (here thermally) to the surrounding gas.
Assuming r = 0.1 and η = 0.05 [20], a black hole of mass
109M adds Efeed = 9 × 1060 ergs to the gas. This is compa-
rable to the thermal energy resulting from gravitational col-
lapse (i.e. in the shock heating model) of a halo of mass
Mh = 1013M, and 40% of that of a Mh = 1014M halo. This
suggests that our constraints — limiting the extra thermal en-
ergy to about 60% of the gravitational energy for halos with
M < Mh = 1014 M — are reaching an interesting regime,
and there are prospects to improve on them in the future.
It is also interesting to quantify the fraction of the total (i.e
integrated over all redshifts) Compton-y parameter accounted
for in our measurements, which span roughly z ∼ 0.15 to
z ∼ 0.75. Assuming the B12 shock heating pressure profile
and Rmax = 3R500, the total average Compton-y parameter is
〈y〉 = 2.9 × 10−6 , while the contribution from the redshifts
of the redMaGiC sample, 0.15 . z . 0.75 is 〈y(0.15 ≤ z ≤
0.75)〉 = 6.7 × 10−7 . In some sense, our measurement ther-
erefore accounts for 23% of the total Compton-y parameter
(compared to only 2.5% by the analysis of V17).
One caveat to the above statements is that our analysis nec-
essarily misses any unclustered contribution to the thermal en-
ergy. Such a component would not be picked up in the galaxy-
y cross-correlation. Furthermore, we have not accounted for
the possibility of overlapping halos in our halo model calcu-
lation. If there is significant overlap of the pressure profiles,
then we could be double counting some of hot gas.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have measured the cross-correlation of DES-identified
galaxies with maps of the Compton-y parameter generated
from Planck data. We detect significant cross-correlation in
four redshift bins out to z ∼ 0.75. Using these measure-
ments and measurements of galaxy clustering with the same
galaxy sample, we constrain the redshift evolution of the bias-
weighted thermal energy of the Universe, which we call 〈bPe〉.
Our measurement of 〈bPe〉 extends the previous measurement
of this quantity from V17 from z ∼ 0.15 to z ∼ 0.75. High
redshifts are of particular interest given the large uncertainties
in both the modeling and data in this regime.
Several features make 〈bPe〉 an interesting probe of gas
physics. First, it can be measured robustly even without
a complete understanding of the galaxy-halo connection, as
demonstrated in this analysis. Second, 〈bPe〉 is expected to
be a sensitive probe of feedback models for several reasons.
First, unlike pressure profile measurements around massive
clusters (M & few × 1014 M) (typically studied using x-ray
measurements), the 〈bPe〉 measurements probe mass scales
down to M ∼ 1013 M/h, and lower masses at high redshifts,
as seen in Fig. 1. It is precisely the low-mass halos for which
feedback is expected to have a large impact. Additionally,
〈bPe〉 is sensitive to the outer pressure profiles (R & Rvir),
as shown in Fig. 8. As shown in B10, various feedback pre-
scriptions can make very different predictions in the outer halo
regime. Finally, 〈bPe〉 probes the total thermal energy in ha-
los. Consequently, any process which changes the gas pres-
sure profile, but does not inject or remove energy from the
gas will not impact 〈bPe〉. For instance, our measurements
would not be sensitive to feedback processes that only move
gas around without injecting any additional energy. If one is
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interested in separating changes to the thermal energy from
changes in the bulk distribution of gas, then 〈bPe〉 is a power-
ful tool to this end.
As shown in Fig. 8, our measurements are consistent with
the shock heating model from B10, with small variations de-
pending on the extent of the profile. We use the 〈bPe〉 mea-
surements to constrain departures from the purely gravita-
tional shock heating model, with the results shown in Fig. 9.
Our measurements constrain such departures at roughly the
20-60% level.
The measurements presented here use data from only the
first year of DES observations, covering roughly 25% of the
full survey area of DES. We also employ several conserva-
tive data cuts: (1) the highest redshift bin (0.75 < z < 0.9) is
removed owing to low numbers of galaxies and greater poten-
tial for CIB contamination, (2) we restrict the measurements
to only the two-halo regime, (3) we remove the largest angular
scales due to the limitations of our jackknife covariance esti-
mation. With future improvements in data and methodology,
these restrictions can be removed, enabling the full signal-to-
noise of the measurements to be exploited.
We also note that in the present analysis, we have assumed
a fixed cosmological model. This is reasonable given the un-
certainties in our measurements and the precision of existing
cosmological constraints. However with future observations,
it may be necessary to include uncertainty in cosmological pa-
rameters.
Current and future CMB observations will also enable
higher signal-to-noise and higher resolution measurements
of Compton-y. Ground based CMB experiments like the
South Pole Telescope [10] and the Atacama Cosmology Tele-
scope [62] have achieved significantly lower noise levels than
Planck over significant fractions of the sky. Ongoing CMB
experiments like Advanced ACTPol [29], SPT-3G [6], the Si-
mons Observatory [2] and CMB Stage-4 [1] will yield very
high signal-to-noise maps of y. One challenge facing current
and future ground based experiments, though, is potentially
greater contamination of Compton-y maps by foregrounds,
owing to the narrower frequency coverage of these experi-
ments.
The large apertures of ground based CMB experiments en-
ables measurement of y at significantly higher resolution than
with Planck. Because the analysis presented here was re-
stricted to the two-halo regime, it is not necessarily the case
that higher resolution measurements will dramatically extend
the range of scales that can be exploited. Some improvement
is expected, though, especially for high-redshift galaxies, for
which the beam pushes into the two-halo regime. Future anal-
yses with ground-based y maps will gain significantly from
using data in the one-halo regime.
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Appendix A: NILC pipeline
In this appendix we elaborate on the y map reconstruction
pipeline. We follow the pipeline exactly as used in Planck
y map reconstruction with the freedom of changing the fre-
quency dependence of the component that gets unit response
as well as the number of components that get null response.
The basic steps in the reconstruction are as follows:
1. In the simulations, create the temperature maps by
adding various relevant component Healpix maps of
simulations at a given value of NSIDE. In the analy-
sis using the Websky mocks and Sehgal simulations, we
add the components described in §III C with NSIDE of
1024 and in common units of µKCMB. In data we are
given the temperature maps which we convert to com-
mon NSIDE of 1024 and to units of µ KCMB using the
factors given in table 6 of Planck Collaboration et al.
[46]
Tν(θ) = aνy(θ) + b(1)ν C(θ) + b
(2)
ν S (θ) + nν(θ), (A1)
where Tν(θ) is the temperature map at a given frequency
ν at θ position in sky, y(θ) is the Compton-y map with aν
frequency scaling, C(θ) is the CIB map (here we have
assumed that it scales as b(1)ν across whole sky which
may not be correct), S (θ) is the lensed CMB map and
it scales as b(2)ν and nν(θ) denotes all other components
combined. For data, we download the publicly available
temperature maps from the Planck collaboration 4. We
also apply the relevant masks as described in the main
text on these temperature maps before further process-
ing .
2. Smooth all the temperature maps (Tν → Tν,s) with a
Gaussian beam of FWHM = 10 arcmin. We choose this
beam size as the Compton-y map by Planck Collabo-
ration is also created with temperature maps smoothed
with 10 arcmin beam.
Tν,s = F −1(B(`) × F (Tν)), (A2)
where Tν,s are the smoothed temperature maps of fre-
quency νwith gaussian window of given FWHM (B(`)).
Here F denotes taking spherical harmonic transform
to convert Healpix maps to `,m space and F −1 takes
the inverse fourier transform and converts back to map
space.
3. Construct and save the spherical Fourier components,
T `,mf ,ν for each of above smoothed temperature maps ( f
in the subscript denote the fourier space quantity).
4 pla.esac.esa.int/
4. Use the 10 needlet band window functions (hi(`)) pro-
vided by Planck Collaboration. These bands have the
property that sum of square of all the bands is equal to
1 for all `. For each band, filter each frequency map
with the corresponding window function.
Tˆ iν = F −1(hi(`) × T `,mf ,ν ) (A3)
5. Calculate the weights for each frequency and needlet
band corresponding to the input constraints for generat-
ing y map. We always give unit response to Compton-
y, that means we always have
∑
ν wνaν = 1 for each
needlet band i. Now, we experiment with either nulling
one of the CIB signal and the CMB signal (nulling both
would degrade our signal to noise) or not nulling any
component. These weights are given by:
~w =
(~b(i),TR−1~b(i))(R−1~a) − (~b(i),TR−1~a)(R−1~b(i))
(~aTR−1~a)(~b(i),TR−1~b(i)) − (~aTR−1~b(i))2
, (A4)
where i can be 1 or 2 corresponding to the case
of unit-y-null-cib and unit-y-null-cmb respec-
tively. Here R is the covariance caluclated in a smaller
patch of sky that is determined by the maximum ` of
each needlet band, number of frequencies and ilc-bias
that we choose [18, 19, 51, 52]. We choose an ilc
bias (bilc) value of 0.1%. This means that we need
to calculate covariance using approximately (N
i
ν−1
bilc
) pix-
els for any needlet band i, which uses N iν channels for
Compton-y estimation in any needlet band i.
6. For each needlet band, i, multiply the weights obtained
for each frequency with the needlet window filtered
temperature maps. Now, sum all the resultant maps to
get the final map for the given needlet band i.
7. Now multiply the final map obtained for each band in
previous step with the corresponding needlet window
function and sum the resultant maps for all the bands.
This gives us the estimated Compton-y map for given
sets of conditions and parameters.
Appendix B: Validation of y estimation on Websky mocks
As described in the text, the Sehgal CIB model is some-
what out of date, and is not expected to perfectly capture de-
pendence of the CIB on frequency, redshift, and halo mass.
Consequently, we also test our y estimation pipelines using
the Websky mocks.
We reconstruct Compton-y maps from the Websky mocks
using the temperature maps corresponding to the frequencies
less than 545GHz, as in our analysis of data. We cross-
correlate the reconstructed maps with halos in the mass range
2× 1013M/h < Mh < 3× 1013M/h. The result of this cross-
correlation for the redshift bin 0.45 < z < 0.6 is shown in
Fig. 10. We see that Compton-y maps obtained from various
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FIG. 10. Cross-correlation of reconstructed Compton-y with the ha-
los in Websky mocks for various reconstruction methods. We cor-
relate halos satisfying 0.3 < z < 0.45 and 2 × 1013M/h < Mh <
3 × 1013M/h. The points labelled ‘input’ correspond to the true
halo-y cross-correlation in the absence of any contamination. The
other points show the results of applying component separation to
simulated sky maps that include the CIB signal. In all cases, we use
frequencies 100, 143, 217 and 343 GHz. We find that the choice of
unit-y, null-CMB leads to no significant bias in the inferred halo-y
cross-correlation.
choices of reconstruction methods, as detailed in §IV D 1, re-
sult in halo-y correlations that agree with each other as well
as with the correlations with the true y map. We find simi-
lar results for other redshift bins. As noted in the main text,
since we do not have simulated radio galaxies for the Websky
mocks, we rely mostly on the Sehgal simulations for validat-
ing our y analysis choices.
Appendix C: Covariance and Multidimensional Parameter
constraints
We show the estimated covariance and correlation matri-
ces for the measurements in Fig. 11. As described in §IV B,
we use a jackknife resampling approach to estimating the
blocks of the covariance matrix involving the galaxy-y cross-
correlation. For the block involving only galaxy-galaxy clus-
tering, we use the theoretical covariance estimate from Krause
et al. [33]. We also set to zero the cross redshift-bin co-
variance for the blocks corresponding to cross-covariance be-
tween galaxy-galaxy and galaxy-y.
The multidimensional parameter constraints on the galaxy
bias and 〈bPe〉 parameters are shown in Fig. 12 resulting from
the MCMC analysis. The MCMC is well converged, and there
are no strong degeneracies between the parameters.
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